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('c-t ALL-FRESHMAN RESIDENCE HALLS:

DO THEY MAKE A DIFFERENCE?
cn

Craig S. Washington

Indiana State University

Student dissatisfaction in residence hall living arrangements

has prompted university officials to seek a wide variety of alter-

natives for improving and enriching residence hall life (Riker,

1966, Petrello, 1969; Crew and Giblette, 1965; Davison, 1965;

Elton and Bates, 1966).

Special attention has been given to. the grouping of students

according to class or academic year of study. Schoemer and

McConnell (1970) found that there was little evidence to support

housing freshman women in an all freshman women's hall on the

basis of academic achievement, attitudes concerning the campus

climate, and conduct. Herbert (1966) found that whether or not

1,783 freshman women in four residence halls were separated from

students of other classes in the hall had no effect on grades.

Riker (196.5) however, describes the apparent success which

Stephens College has had in providing separate residence halls for
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beginning women students. Shaffer and Ferber (1965) also dis-

cussed Miami University in Oxford, Ohio, which has provided resi-

dence halls for freshman women since 1929 and apparently with a

groat deal of success.

The varying findings of these articles provide little firm

guidance as to the wisdom of separating freshman from upper-class

students. The present investigation was directed toward providing

additional data through the study of the attitudes and achievement

of freshman women at Indiana State University,

Sample. Random samples of 101 women in an all-freshman

women's hall and a 101 freshman women form a residence hall hous-

ing both freshman and upper-class women were used in this study.

Instrumentation. Academic achievement was evaluated on the

oasis of grade point average comparisons between the two groups.,

Perceptions of the environment were evaluated by the use of

the Inventory of College Activities (Astin, 1968). This instru-

ment was developed as an objective means of describing and measur-

ing some of the environments of undergraduate institutions. The

instrument yields scores on the peer environment, the administra-

tive environment and the physical environment.

The College and University Scales (1966) was also used to

evaluate the students° perceptions. This instrument consists of



160 statements about University .life and is used to define the

intellectual-social-cultural climate as students perceive it.

Both criteria were used as a one-time measurement of freshman per-

ceptiors.

Procedure. The Inventory of College Activities was given out

by Resident Assistants on each residence hall floor, on the first

Wednesday in December, just prior to the end of the semester. The

College and University EnVironment Scales was given out by the

Resident Assistant on each residence hall floor, on the first

Tuesday in February just after the start of the second semester.

The freshman women students signed a release form giving

their permission for the writer to secure the students grade point

averages for the first semester.

The T-Test statistic was used to evaluate the differences in

grade point averages. The Chi-Square statistic was used to eval-

uate the differences in perceptions between the two criteria.

Results and Discussion. When the two groups were compared on

the basis of academic achievement it was found that the women in

the all-freshman hall did no better academically than those fresh-

man women in mixed class residence halls.

Likewise, students' perceptions of their intellectual-social-

cultural climate, as evaluated by the
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Scales also showed no significant differences between the two

groups. The Inventory of College Activities, however, did indi-

cate one significant difference at the .01 level. Women in the

all-freshman women's residence hall scored higher than women in

the mixed classes residence hall on the dimension of leisure time.

This high score indicates that women housed in the all-freshman

women's hall spent a larger percent of their time going to movies,

dating, playing cards, etc. The high score seems to indicate that

they tended to place a high value on having a good time and get-

ting along with people. On all other factors, the results showed

no differential effects on the students perception of the college

environment.

Limitations. Limitations in the data should, however, be

. considered. Instruments used in this study may not tap all rele-

vant dimensions. Further, this study examines only two dormito-

ries on one campus and generalization to other settings should be

made with caution. However, students were placed randomly into

different resident halls thus strengthening the findings. Also,

upon observation, the women housed in the all-freshman hall were

more active and won more university events, thus adding support to

the high score received on the dimension of leisure time.
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Conclusion. The establishment of freshman residence halls

has been strongly advocated in recent years not only to add to the

variety in living arrangements, but also to provide an easy tran7

sition from the high school environment to the college environ-

ment. Administrators had hoped that the homogeneous living

arrangement would allow an opportunity to provide a more satis-

factory atmosphere for academic.achievement as well as positive

social interaction.. The results of the study, however, produced

little significant data to suggest the establishing of freshman

residence halls on these bases.
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